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Summer Urban Laboratories 2012
Game Places & Narrative City

ABOUT
The Periscope Art & Architecture Educational Institute (PAAEI); is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
committed to progressing alternative methods of
knowledge distribution and collaborative content
authorship. Focusing primarily on project-based
learning initiatives that advance experiments in citizenship and by way of constructing object lessons,
PAAEI functions as a parallel school fusing otherwise disparate institutions. Operating at the level of
the public realm and working outside of more traditional industrial education systems, the institute
promotes investigative as well as performative approaches to spatial literacy, regional urban issues,
and the use of creative discipline skill-sets.

PAAEI was incubated by The Periscope Project’s cooperative efforts and facilities, and has since formally committed itself to providing inclusive, low-cost,
and participatory public cultures for transitional
students showing propensity for independent and
critical thinking. While initially consisting of a core
group of university adjunct educators aligned via
individual experiments in agency, PAAEI’s curricula
has served to galvanize a series of values regarding
the imagination of civic futures as a means in and
of itself. Alluding to many opportunities stifled by
our current state, the group works activate knowledge latent within local groups (see fig. 1). PAAEI’s
programs seek to achieve this by way of organizing
communities around ideas of proximity, access, the
sharing of tools and expertise, and by providing an
open studio environment of critical feedback and
support.
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Knowledge Active in
Traditional Institutions

The second annual summer course initiative organized with support from, and in conjunction with,
Haudenschild Garage, A.R.T.S. (A Reason To Survive)
and Monarch School. Each three-week workshop
prompted students with urban exploration through
various media, comprising a unique approach to
developmental and civic literacy. Utilizing East Village in downtown San Diego as a set of conditions
prompting response, Session 1: Game Places addressed prevalent and seemingly perpetual land
vacancy with virtual modeling as a speculative representational tactic. Session 2: Narrative City, took
a social approach towards time-based media, offering an intensive in documentary video making as a
means to measure public sentiment amongst area
residents.

Project agents, in collaboration with participating
students, developed an installation / exhibition visualizing the process and results from their summer’s experiments.

Fig. 1. The Problem

Coming generations will create value through social systems, which stabilize moderate economies
via micro-entrepreneurial forms. PAAEI feels that
it is essential to acknowledge current opportunities
for designing habitability and addressing missed
connections between human and environmental
ecologies. This happens through making, questioning, and working across disciplines with aligned institutions that understand their implication, and are
committed to the greater benefits of co-developing
a more engaged citizenry.

In visualizing an exhibition, students attempted to
foreground the process of inquiry rather than prescriptively address the visible inequities in downtown San
Diego. As such, the exhibition presents itself as a platform for visitors to gage their own position within this
set of issues.
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Spring Service Learning Project
Creative Public Address
A series of deliberate urban messages executed
by way of constructing large statements across vacant property fences with The Preuss School UCSD
students, whom were antagonized by the lack of
visibility, resources, and options for East Village’s
homeless population. By constructing phrases such
as “Home” or ”Who is this for?”, students prompted San Diego residents to imagine future uses for
otherwise large vacant swaths of land, as well as to
consider those being excluded. Students working
to redirect both rhetoric and metaphor simultaneously developed narrative descriptions alongside
the staged images of their cup-fence-photographs.
Then, creatively addressing their municipalities’,
postcards were written, addressed, dispersed, and
exhibited in provocation to city residents.

Projects
addressing
public issues

The Periscope Art & Architecture Educational Institute
(PAAEI) has come a long way, and is uniquely poised
to effect the changing nature of public / private educational hierarchies!

Future plans include long-term facilities where open
studio sequences, access to tools, and support from
emerging and internationally visible practitioners can
help shape both self-initiated projects and existing core
programs more sustainably. We need more space, flexible labs, equipment, tools, and supplies in addition to
support for our programs, residents, students, and volunteer community.

There are many ways to join in and support our efforts
for building an accessible liberal arts and hybrid skillset based educational platform for the coming urban
generations! Your monetary contribution to TPP enables us to provide transitional educational experiences and programs in support of our community. Whether
need-based, ambitiously college bound, or undergraduates facing serious decisions that require mentorship –
your benefaction will reinforce values of participatory
culture and trust in a more collective citizenry.
A Monetary Donation, In-Kind Gift, Corporate Sponsorship, Matching Contribution Program inquiry, or any
other tax-wise method of supporting our mission can
be made possible by the following underwriting opportunities:

Annual Fund –
The Annual Fund encompasses our 2012/13 ambitions
to move off site and establish long-term facilities to do
what we do best (teach, make, think), and is at the moment our most pressing consideration.

How much vacant space is there in East Village and why
is it vacant?
Are skateboarders the only ones having fun in the city
and whose stuff is this exactly?
What are urban green technologies and how does environment play into the city?

Summer Urban Laboratories 2011
Ground Level Experiences of Space and DIY Explorations

A design / build studio was conducted through NewSchool of Architecture and Design as a formalization of
the methods by which TPP was constructed in the first
place: much of the project’s embodied labor is attributable to the tireless and enthusiastic contributions of
students. Recognizing the appeal of TPP to students as
such, it has become a supplemental micro-institution.
In such a space, the hierarchies of traditional educational systems can be bracketed, allowing students to
develop for themselves a greater sense of ownership,
connection, and tangible engagement. The design /
build initiative in 2010 focused inward on TPP’s provisional facilities, engaging students in the design and
production of alternative architectural amenities with
recycled materials rendered in innovative form.

Programs and Student Project Funding –
Our programs are directly related to pressing issues
that vary across individual artist, architect, designer, or
scholarly cultures as they reestablish themselves alongside changes in industry. This amounts to a multi-dimensional series spanning formal classes, workshops,
service learning opportunities, open labs, exhibitions,
residencies, public discussions and collaborative projects.
For more information regaurding ways to support
P.AA.E.I., please contact:
mgenos@theperiscopeproject.org

MAIL:
The Periscope A&A Educational Institute
1041 Market Street #138
San Diego, CA 92101
CONTACT:
info@theperiscopeproject.org
LOCATION:
15th St. between J & K St.
East Village, San Diego
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A two-week long summer course with an open examination of the urban territory surrounding TPP’s facilities.
Opening up this space as a laboratory, the programs introduced students to intensive visual / analytical / col-

14th St

Project Based Collaborative Learning for Framing
Civic Issues

WAYS TO SUPPORT / CONTRIBUTE

13th St

PAST PROGRAMS

Are you interested in working with us? Our envisioned
resident(s) is one whose work addresses an interdisciplinary cross section of urban and social issues and
seeks a platform for public engagement at a local / sitespecific scale. For more information, please contact
cmiller@theperiscopeproject.orgs

Facilities Funding –
Our facility resources have historically been ad-hoc and
secondary, however moving forward it is our long-term
goal to establish media, computing, and fabrication resources for empowering our participant’s creativity.

In constructing a retrospective of the courses drawings
for display, students utilized the format of typically
traditional architecture and planning presentations in
order to interpose validity for their visions of development.

A series of techniques exploring civic inquiry and
public relations, where agents from The Periscope
Project hosted and collaborated with students enrolled in the Service Learning program at The Preuss School UCSD, in order to develop a project that
takes a critical look at community ethics, public
amenities and homelessness in downtown San Diego. The group established an alternative means of
communication through hands-on diplomacy aiming to convey the plight and desires of marginalized
populations to the beneficiaries of urban redevelopment. Field interviews were the key technique
used in accumulating commentary from community
members in East Village and downtown San Diego.
Students developed a rough barter system per the
demographic interviewed in order to initiate dialog, and managed to gather a unified voice from the

November 2012 – Current residents, Patrick Shields
(SCI-ARC) and Sam Kronick (MIT/UCSD), will prompt
students in collaboration with our greater community
teaching team to engage expressive structures in architecture and engineering. For more information, please
contact jenos@theperiscopeproject.org

Park Blvd

Fig. 1. A Solution

Working with students from The Preuss School UCSD,
Monarch School, Francis Parker School and San Diego
High School, the labs have functioned as a temporary
respite from the pressures of evaluation allowing students to creatively explore: fostering a sense of connection and opening up new conduits for learning. All the
while aimed at providing students with an opportunity
to explore pressing civic engagement and development
concerns in the city, students equipped with multidisciplinary tools in the face of city planning, development,
and architecture generated analytical projects that attempted to answer question such as:

IMPACT
Intensive Design-Build & Community Studio

Winter Service Learning Project
Seeking Amenities Thru Democratic Processes

FALL 2012 PROGRAMS:

15th St

Student
experiements /
collaborations in
civic engagement

Interdisciplinary
alternative education
institute working toward
social and spatial justice

Session one: Image City, focused on mediating groundlevel experience of the urban environment (begun with
day long walks) via photography, drawing, and collaborative collage. Session 2: Living Room, introduced students to the varied meanings of urban space, as they
explored the signs that designate public and private
realms, and simple DIY techniques for responding to
these situations; from street furniture to water-bottle
hydroponics, which prompted questions of domestication and comfort within public life.

Drawing the Urban Imaginary
Shared / Alterative Visions for Land-Uses

THE BIG IDEA

The Periscope Art & Architecture Educational Institute (PAAEI) operates by way of a student, resident,
and project production triad. By conducing a series
of short-term residencies, which provide opportunities to interested scholars and serve to incubate
a pedagogical distillation of their process, students,
whom work alongside or via workshops, gain access
to otherwise distant ideas. These experimental collaborations in civic engagement work to produce
real projects addressing pressing public issues (see
fig. 2).

laborative practice, and fostered deep understandings
of the symbology, structure and human environmental
ecology form within San Diego’s urban public realm.

RESIDENCY / WORK-SHARE
Spring 2013 Inquires Rolling

A traditional media workshop focusing on the city, aiming to generate alternative, shared visions about the
future of land use, district making, and development
options not beholden to mega-block ownership. Individuals in conversation with students drafted the issues in parallel with the practice of drawing techniques.
Likewise, The Periscope Project’s community gathered,
hosted, and operated a robust fact-finding itinerary
serving to inform the public and governmental picture.

Knowledge Latent
in Communities

A myriad of prohibitive mechanisms are limiting liberal arts education distribution, and new directions
aware of co-developmental benefit as well as interinstitutional partnerships are required. PAAEI’s
long-term plans are concerned with empowering
students with adeptness for recording, interpreting,
and responding to complex everyday urban experiences. It is PAAEI’s mission to help students locate
themselves in respect to their city, municipal policy, and issues of public concern, as well as to motivate more active and informed community roles for
emerging scholars.

bottom, mingle those thoughts and comments with the
middle, and synthesize these conversations for an expedited form of public address to the top.
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